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Probability theory posits a model of the world and derives the chance of particular

outcomes arising: given a fair coin, what is the chance of witnessing three heads in a row?

Statistics is the reverse; observations are used to infer what the model of the world might be.

This course begins with a discussion of probability concepts in order to provide a language

for discussing randomness, but the real focus is on statistics.

As students progress in their educational careers, they are expected to learn a larger

share of the material on their own. The goal of the instructor, then, is to add value to the

material already at the disposal of the students (such as the textbook). Most probability

and mathematical statistics texts, including the one for this course, are not designed with

any particular discipline in mind and take a general approach to the topic. I believe that

I can best add value by offering econometrics-specific models and applications in lecture. I

will expect students to master the material in the assigned textbook readings as well as that

covered in lecture and on any assignments.

Lastly, I want students to feel encouraged to ask questions during lecture and to

schedule office hours—these should be friendly environments. I want students to feel com-

fortable approaching me with questions and concerns. I especially appreciate any feedback

that students can offer in improving the course, whether for this semester or in the future.
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1 Course objectives

By the end of the course, you should be able to:

• Understand the language of probability;

• Correctly translate research questions into conditional probability statements;

• Apply the primary estimation methods while understanding the strengths and weak-

nesses of each; and

• Perform and interpret the results of statistical inference.

2 E-mail policy

You can e-mail me at the address given on the previous page. I will only respond to questions

that require a succinct answer. Questions that are more extensive (e.g., that use equations

or graphs) should be asked during office hours or before or after class instead.

When sending me an e-mail, include “[ARE 210]” in the subject line; if you do not

include this notation, my response might be delayed or your message may be eaten by my

spam filter.

3 Prerequisites

I assume that students taking this course have taken courses in multivariate calculus and

linear algebra. No previous knowledge of probability or statistics is required. You should

be able to get past the math and consider the intuitive concepts behind statistical analysis;

indeed, having a strong intuitive grasp of the material is essential for the course.

4 Topics

We will cover the following topics this semester:

• Probability theory

– Introduction using set theory

– Combinatorics

– Conditional distributions
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– Random variables and distribution functions

– Expectations

– Convergence concepts

• Estimation methods

– Method of moments

– Maximum likelihood

• Statistical inference

– Hypothesis tests and confidence intervals

– Bootstrapping

– Non-parametric inference

• Bayesian inference

– Prior distributions

– Estimation

– Inference

• Non-parametric estimation

We may not be able to cover all these topics.

5 Textbook and course notes

The textbook for the course is Introduction to Mathematical Statistics, 7th ed., by Hogg,

McKean, and Craig. I expect to cover chapters 1–6 plus some amount of chapters 10 or

11. For the computing part of the course, I recommend R in a Nutshell by Joseph Adler in

addition to online tutorials posted to the course web page.

I will provide a set of slides for each lecture on the course web page. They will not be

an exhaustive account of everything discussed in lecture and are not meant to be a substitute

for lecture attendance. Instead, they aim to provide the key definitions and equations so that

students can focus on comprehending the material, rather than precisely copying formulas

from the board. It is the student’s responsibility to check the lecture notes for typos.
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6 Grading

Students’ grades will reflect their scores on a midterm exam (40% contribution), a final exam

(40% contribution), and (roughly) bi-weekly homework assignments (20%).

Homework assignments will be graded on a check system (check-plus, check, check-

minus, and 0) and no late assignments will be accepted unless explicit permission is granted

in advance of the due date. Students are encouraged to work together on the homework

assignments, but each student must write up his own solutions, including code. Any code

used for an assignment must be attached behind and separate from the solutions.

The dates and formats of the midterm and final exams are to be determined. One

or both of these exams will be a take-home exam that includes computational exercises. To

pass the course, the student must gain proficiency both in the theory and computational

material.

Regrade requests for the midterm exam must be in writing and submitted within two

weeks of the exam being returned. Homeworks will not be regraded.

7 Computing

The homework assignments and take-home exam(s) will include computational questions. I

recommend that students learn the programming language R. It is a powerful, open source

programming language designed with statistical computing and visualization in mind. It has

a command line interpreter and many object oriented features. It is extensible via a wide

array of user-contributed packages; almost every publication introducing a new statistical

technique offers an R implementation. R is gaining strong abilities to deal with intensive

computations via parallel processing and handling of large data sets, making it the most

common programming language within the data analytics community.

Base R can be downloaded from r-project.org. Though this is sufficient to write

and run code, it is advisable that students use a text editor or integrated development envi-

ronment (IDE) to provide a more enjoyable and less frustrating coding experience. RStudio

(rstudio.org) provides a user friendly interface for R and has become very popular among

users. I use emacs (www.gnu.org/s/emacs/), which is a highly customizable and extensible

text editor that can be associated with a variety of other program scripts (notably Stata

and LATEX files) when combined with ESS (Emacs Speaks Statistics; ess.r-project.org);

it has a learning curve and is austere, however.

Unfortunately, this course does not have a section. Lecture time is largely required

for teaching the theory of the material in the course, rather than computation. As a re-
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sult, students are required to mostly learn the computing aspects of the course outside the

classroom. Of course, students are welcome to visit office hours to ask questions. Students

may use other software systems if they so choose. No support will be provided for other

approaches, however.

Students may want to use LATEX for this course, though this is not required. LATEX

is a typesetting language that provides beautiful formatting and output; its depiction of

mathematical symbols and formulas far exceed that of Microsoft or OpenOffice products.

LATEX and R play very well together. The knitr package (yihui.name/knitr) allows the

“knitting” together of both LATEX and R code, placing the appropriate R results, whether

single numbers or entire tables, into the body of the text. I will provide resources for this

system on the course webpage for students who are interested.
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